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GM Financial 
Advances Work 
Productivity and 
Collaboration Vision 
with Workfront

CASE STUDY

Captive finance arm for General 
Motors deploys the Workfront 
work management solution to 
optimize project communication, 
transparency, and visibility.

Change introduces opportunity that can further competitive 
advantage. GM Financial deployed Workfront to keep up with high-
speed marketing growth while boosting executional excellence. 
Leaders and project teams across the business rely on Workfront 
as a single operational system of record providing visibility into and 
enhancing collaboration across hundreds of projects a year.

GM Financial is the wholly owned captive finance subsidiary of 
General Motors, delivering auto finance solutions globally. GM 
Financial has more than 9,000 employees and serves 14,000 
dealers worldwide.

The Challenge

Soon after General Motors acquired AmeriCredit and rebranded the 
organization, GM Financial began to expand its customer experience 
and digital capabilities. Effective next-generation engagement to 
meet the needs of the growing business would require not only 
hiring additional employees quickly, but scaling processes and 
efficiently managing more work.
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At a Glance

Challenges

• Fast-paced growth

• Optimizing collaboration

• Complete project visibility 

Benefits

• Half-day saving with automated reports 

• Reduction in onboarding time, from a 
month to a week

• Greater visibility

• Improved collaboration
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Like many businesses, employees relied on a 
variety of traditional means to communicate 
and store information, including email and 
spreadsheets, yet the company's commitment to 
optimization and innovation made Workfront an 
attractive solution for the company's newly formed 
Customer Experience team.

The Workfront Solution 

GM Financial deployed Workfront in June 2015 to 
centralize Customer Experience work management. 
The easy-to-use solution quickly gave management 
as well as existing and rapidly onboarding staff 
visibility into project requests while improving 
task transparency, real-time collaboration, and 
organizational workflows. Today, Workfront is 
helping GM Financial advance its vision and 
experience transforming work for employees 
across its Customer Experience, Marketing 
Communications , Human Resources, and 
International Operations teams.

Request queues with custom logic 

Standardizing and streamlining processes began 
with the requirement that all Customer Experience 
projects be initiated through Workfront. Custom 
request forms with logic support the intelligent 
gathering of additional information from a variety 
of teams based on prior responses. With project 
requests in one central work repository, leaders can 
see all of the work requested and assigned. Greater 
visibility also makes it possible to understand where 
busy resources might impact delivery.

Online proofing  

GM Financial uses Workfront digital proofing 
capabilities to automate typically manual collateral 
review and approval cycles. For example, when 
marketing documents or designs are ready, legal 
and compliance team members can easily provide 

feedback and see one another's comments 
directly within the solution. Each week, a report 
automatically generated from Workfront outlines 
projects pending and completed.

Reporting and dashboards  

Without additional programming or tools, GM 
Financial customized and rolled out a variety of 
Workfront reports and dashboards showing the 
work employees have scheduled and completed 
on a daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly basis. Using 
Workfront to automate regular status reports—a 
combination of data that used to reside in many 
emails and productivity applications—saves project 
managers’ time. Reports also give leadership unique 
insight into project churn, delivery schedules, and 
turnaround times.
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“Workfront's flexiblity 
enables us to do 
everything we need 
to do to fulfill our 
vision of greater work 
collaboration and 
transparency. Now we 
are pushing optimized 
processes organization-
wide for better, keener 
insights that further 
enhance productivity.”

– Cynthia Boon, AVP, Customer 
Experience Administration, GM 
Financial
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Benefits

Workfront is improving GM Financial’s visibility into more than 100 projects a month, enabling the company to 
achieve the following benefits:

• Half-day savings with automated reports 
– Reporting is simple in Workfront because 
all project tasks and communications are 
centralized. A report that used to take a 
marketing project manager a half a day 
to create can now be run instantly. For a 
project manager with 15 projects, a three-
hour administrative time savings per report 
gives the employee back 45 hours for more 
valuable work.

• Reduction in onboarding time, from a month 
to a week – As new employees joined GM 
Financial at an accelerated pace, Workfront 
eased onboarding for those whose teams 
use the solution. Instead of scheduling time 
to shadow colleagues and attend update 

meetings, new employees could quickly access 
the most relevant project details in Workfront 
and become productive faster. This can drive 
faster time to value for a company.

• Greater visibility – Data-driven insights from 
Workfront offer a full view of projects and 
resources, helping to inform leaders making 
important business decisions. For employees, 
knowing their work is seen and appreciated 
may help with retention. 

• Improved collaboration – As projects increase 
and processes scale, Workfront continues to 
help GM Financial employees effectively track, 
manage, and communicate about the important 
work they are doing.
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